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More on the Natural Rate of Unemployment

Job Flows and the NRU in Excel

Estimating the NRU and its Sources (King and 
Morley, 2007)

Shapiro-Stiglitz Model of Efficiency Wages

Policy and the Natural Rate

Summary of Classical Model



Phelps’ (1994) Definition











Sectoral Shifts

Sum of abs. value of % quarterly change in 
composition of major employment sectors 
(manufacturing, construction, finance, 
government, mining, service, transportation 
and utilities, retail sales, and wholesale sales

One standard deviation increase in sectoral 
shifts produces 0.18 percentage point 
increase in NRU





Shapiro-Stiglitz Model 
of Efficiency Wages

One representative firm, many workers

Workers find effort costly

Payoff to working = W - E

Payoff to shirking = W



Separation rate b (exogenous probability of 
leaving job beyond workers’ control)

Risk of shirking q (worker gets caught 
shirking and fired; q<1 assumes imperfect 
monitoring)



If firms pay market-clearing wage, all 
workers will shirk

Firms will pay efficiency wage such that 
workers will choose not to shirk

No shirking will be observed in equilibrium

A lower q raises the efficiency wage

Results



No shirking condition

Value of working ≥ Value of shirking

Value of working = (W-E)/b

Value of shirking = W/(b+q)

=> W ≥ E + (b/q)xE



Efficiency Wage

W* = E + (b/q)xE

If W* > market-clearing wge, there will be 
structural unemployment

Firms choose higher wage because it soles 
monitoring problem



Policy and the NRU

Use the material in Chapter 6 and in class to 
come up with a policy or policies to try to 
reduce the natural rate of unemployment

Note whether your policy targets frictional 
or structural unemployment



Summary of Classical 
Model

(Generally) static model with flexible prices

Determination of real wages, inflation, trade 
deficit, unemployment

Impact of budget deficits on investment and 
trade deficit

Impact of monetary policy on the price level



Limitations

Despite being a long-run model, static 
structure does not explain economic growth

Classical dichotomy does not capture 
interaction between real and nominal 
variables in the real world (e.g., Phillips 
Curve)

Consumption function and investment 
function are too simple



Hw#2 posted and due on Thursday, March 6

Next time: Economic Growth (Chapter 7 of 
Mankiw)


